Dreselid Spider
(Minor NPC)
Many old & forgotten things lurk in deserts, long-buried by the sands until some careless
explorer disturbs the wrong rock. It is approximately 12 to 18 inches across with a
supernatural speed & an anaesthetic venom. They lay their eggs in living creatures, which
wander far & wide before the young finally chew their way out to the terminal detriment of
their host.

Traits: Dreselid spider, Poison, Howl, Egg-laying.
Attributes
Control
2

Daring
7

Fitness
2

Conn
--

Security
2

Insight
1

Presence
4

Reason
4

Disciplines
Command

2

Engineering
--

Science
--

Medicine

5

Focuses: Ambush, Stealth,

Values: We howl in elation to what we have done.

Stress: 4

Resistance: 0

Attacks:
1
0
0
0

A Bite (Melee, Poison, Persistent)
A
A
A

Special Rules
Poison: Renders the site of the bite numb for 1d3 hours.
Howl: While running at top speed (approx. 40 kph/25 mph), it can make an eerie,
ululating howl. This often unnerves people & spooks animals. They howl as they run
away from the site of an attack, causing animals infested with their eggs to run away
from the spider's chosen hunting ground.
Egg-Laying: When it injects an enemy with its poison, it can also deposit eggs in the
wound. It can only do this once every few days. If the venom takes effect there is no
chance that the victim will notice the eggs without a thorough cleaning of the wound.
A successful First Aid or Medicine roll can find & remove the eggs from a wound.
Once implanted, the eggs grow to maturity over the next 1D10+20 days, causing 1
Stress damage to the infested location every 5 days. These lost Stress Points cannot
be recovered while the eggs remain - the infestation becomes obvious if the victim
reaches 0 or fewer Stress. When the baby spiders burst forth (treat as large, but
otherwise normal spiders) the location of the bite causes an automatic Injury.
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